We propose a multi-viewer tracking integral imaging system for viewing angle and viewing zone improvement. In the tracking integral imaging system, the pickup angles in each elemental lens in the lens array are decided by the positions of viewers, which means the elemental image can be made for each viewer to provide wider viewing angle and larger viewing zone. Our tracking integral imaging system is implemented with an infrared camera and infrared light emitting diodes which can track the viewers' exact positions robustly. For multiple viewers to watch integrated three-dimensional images in the tracking integral imaging system, it is needed to formulate the relationship between the multiple viewers' positions and the elemental images. We analyzed the relationship and the conditions for the multiple viewers, and verified them by the implementation of two-viewer tracking integral imaging system.
Introduction
Many researches for three-dimensional (3D) display devices have been proceeding for more than a century. But the 3D display has emerged recently as one of the hottest issues in display industries and academia especially in the technologies adopting flat-panel displays with high frame rate. Integral imaging has attracted much attention because of its merits that it can provide both horizontal and vertical parallaxes by a micro-lens array without glasses, and provide quasi-continuous views to observers [1, 2] . On the other hand, the integral imaging also has difficulties to overcome -the limitation in 3D image resolution, viewing angle, and small depth range. Many researches have been focused on solving such problems [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Tracking technology has been used to recognize users' positions or motions in some fields like virtual reality and to compensate the weak points in some kinds of 3D display technologies. The virtual reality systems like CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment), Workbench, and Illusionhole use stereoscopic 3D display and apply the tracking technology to implement the motion parallax which is an important cue for spatial cognition [14] [15] [16] . SeeReal Technologies took advantage of sub-hologram, which is made with the information of a viewer's position in real time [17, 18] . The eye-tracking was the main factor in developing large real-time holographic display systems.
In integral imaging, the tracking technology can also be used to enhance viewing angle and viewing zone for one viewer as we proposed at a recent conference [19] . Viewer tracking enables elemental images to be generated corresponding with the viewer's position dynamically. As a result, the wider viewing angle and the broader viewing zone can be implemented in the same integral imaging system. But there is a problem when more than one viewer wants to see 3D images in the tracking integral imaging system. It is the overlapping problem that the elemental images for viewers are overlapped on the same elemental image plane. In this paper, the conditions for overlapping not to occur with two viewers are analyzed using the positions of elemental images for each viewer in both real and virtual modes. The analysis is used to interpret the system parameters of tracking integral imaging, and we implemented tracking integral imaging system for two viewers by the analysis.
Principle of the proposed method
We use the tracking system to change the elemental images dynamically as the viewer's position changes. Tracking in integral imaging system can make the viewer always be located at the central position in the viewing zone. It means that the viewing angle can be wider as far as the aberrations of the lens-array are tolerant and the tracking system supports wide angle. This section explains the difference between the conventional and the tracking integral imaging systems, the overlapping problem in the tracking integral imaging system and the analysis of viewing zones to avoid the overlapping problem.
Comparison of viewing zones in conventional and tracking integral imaging systems
In conventional integral imaging system, the positions of elemental images are static. Therefore, the pickup angle of each elemental lens through which rays pass for capturing and displaying procedures is decided by the pitch of lens array and the gap between the lens array and the display device. In the aspect of the viewer, the viewing zone is the space where all the displaying zones of each elemental lens are overlapped as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The nearest position of viewing zone from the viewer is proportional to the number of lenses in a row or a column in a lens array. Therefore, it has a limitation in providing the viewers with large binocular disparity. The tracking integral imaging system uses the tracked viewers' position to change the displaying angle of each elemental lens in the lens array in accordance with the viewer's 3D position in real time. Therefore it can expand the available viewing zone and give viewers larger disparity in the nearer distance as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the one-viewer tracking integral imaging system, the area for an elemental image is defined by rays from the position of the viewer passing the center of each lens as shown in Fig. 2 . And the pickup angle θ is determined from the area. Both the positions of elemental image areas and the pickup angle θ are variables which change every time using the tracking results.
Differently from the one-viewer tracking integral imaging system [19] , the overlapping problem can occur in tracking integral imaging system for multiple viewers because the elemental image plane on the display device has a limited area. Figure 3 shows the different positions of elemental images for the positions of three viewers. Each viewer can see only red, green, or blue area through the same lens on the elemental image plane. But the elemental images for primary and secondary viewers are slightly overlapped, which we refer to as the overlapping problem.
While the conventional integral imaging system assumes that viewers are infinitely far from the lens array, the proposed system tracks the viewer who is located in the specific 3D coordinates related with the lens array as shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 (a) shows some terms which are used to describe the positions of elemental images and integrated images when the central depth plane is in front of a lens array, which is called real mode in the integral imaging. Figure 4(b) shows the case of the virtual mode in which central depth plane is behind the lens array. In Fig. 4 , A n means the n-th boundary coordinate of elemental image area which is the position where the rays from viewers through each boundary of elemental lens meet the elemental image plane. Besides, the B n is the n-th coordinate of the boundary of elemental images magnified by each lens in the lens array, which are parts of integrated images on central depth plane. Not whole area of each elemental image is used to make integrated image to the viewer, but only
area in the elemental image area 1 n n A A − is used to be integrated. The formulas in the following can be adapted both in real and virtual modes. The y coordinate, A n in Fig. 4 can be calculated like Eq. (1)a). In this formula, g means the gap between a display device and a lens array. It can be seen that the distance between A n and A n-1 , i.e. 1 n n A A − , is bigger than the pitch of a lens P L . The following formulas considered elemental image plane as only one-dimensional line on y axis for analysis simplification, but they can be expanded to two-dimensional x-y plane easily. We could get B n using A n , which results in the following formulas. In Eqs. (2)a) and (2b), L means the position of central depth plane on z-axis. L has a positive value in real mode and a negative value in virtual mode. And 1 n n B B − , which is the distance between B n and B n-1 , is obtained from B n as Eq. (2)b). 
C n-1 is a position in elemental image plane which can be calculated by rays from B n+1 through the center of n-th lens, and C n-2 is a position by rays from B n through the center of nth lens. Those positions can be obtained by the following Eqs. (3)a) -(3c):
Overlapping problem in multi-viewer tracking integral imaging system
When elemental images for one viewer are made by tracking system, they cause no problem showing normal integrated image to the viewer. Each elemental image can use the whole area of should be used. It means that more than one viewer can use the tracking integral imaging system in the condition while there is no overlap between the elemental images for all viewers as shown in Fig. 5 . But the tracking results should be more precise than the one-viewer tracking integral imaging system because each smaller area can cover smaller angle from the lens array. The angle is about 6.5° in our tracking integral imaging system. In the real world, the positions of the viewers cannot be the same, so the elemental images should be located in different positions. But we need to strictly analyze the condition of getting no overlap to design the parameters optimally for the multiple-viewer integral imaging system.
Viewing zone for secondary viewer for avoiding overlapping problem in multi-viewer tracking integral imaging system
To avoid the overlapping problem, the relationship between the positions of viewers and
in elemental image plane needs to be known. As shown in Fig. 5 , if there is no overlap in the elemental image plane with two viewers, they can watch each of their own directional integrated 3D images.
We analyzed two modes of the integral imaging system, the real mode and the virtual mode, while both having two viewers in the system. Figure 6 shows the elemental images, The first case is when V y2 > V y1 in real mode. Here, each V y1 and V y2 means primary and secondary viewers' positions in y-axis. In Fig. 6(a) and (b) , the left red thick lines on elemental image plane mean the elemental images for the primary viewer, while the right blue thick lines do for the secondary viewer. Based on Fig. 6(a) , we can build inequalities of each elemental image area for no overlap like the formulas as follows:
If V z1 = V z2 = V z is to be assumed for analysis simplification, inequalities (4a) and (4b) can be converted to the following:
The second case is when V y2 < V y1 in real mode. This case is when viewers have relatively opposite positions against the first case. Inequalities (5a) and (5b) can be made from the position relation in Fig. 6 
Inequalities (4c) and (5c) can be put together as (6) whose ∆V y means the difference between V y1 and V y2 . It can be seen that the gap distance between the positions of viewers is critical for the overlapping condition, and it is defined as the magnification ratio which depends on g, L and the focal length of the elemental lens, and the viewers' distance V z from the lens array.
Inequality for no overlap in the virtual mode is different from that in real mode because the directions of elemental images are not inverted when those are imaged on the central depth plane as shown in Fig. 4 .
The third case is when V y2 > V y1 in virtual mode. The relationship between elemental image areas for two viewers is shown in Fig. 6(c) . The elemental image for the primary viewer,
should be located among the boundaries of the elemental images for the secondary viewer. We can get following inequalities (7a), (7b) from the condition:
We can get the following relationship in the third case for no overlap with the same assumption applied on the first and the second cases.
The fourth case is when V y2 < V y1 in virtual mode. In this case, n n C C − − > (8b) We can also get a relationship similar with the third case with the same assumption that V z1 = V z2 = V z . And inequality (7c) and (8c) can be combined to (9).
Inequalities (6) and (9) show the condition in which two viewers can watch integrated 3D images without any overlapping problem in tracking integral imaging system. We plotted the condition in real mode in Fig. 7 . It is assumed that the primary viewer has 600 mm width shoulder which is represented as a yellow ellipse in each figure, and the viewer is at the same height with a display device. The red dashed lines mean inner boundaries for the prevention of overlapping, while the blue solid lines do outer boundaries. In other words, the secondary viewer can watch integrated images without any overlap when the viewer stands in the area between the red line and the blue line. Figure 7(a) and (b) show the tendency that the secondary viewer's viewing zone occupies the areas which have bigger angle around the first viewer as the magnification ratio increases. It is because the effective elemental image of the first viewer goes smaller, and the other area has the bigger rest area. The focal length of lens array is a critical factor which can affect the viewing angle. The fact that the lens array has smaller focal length means the viewing angle with the lens array is bigger than that of the lens array with bigger focal length as shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d) . Figure 7 (e) and (f) show no difference when the first viewer's distance from the tracking integral imaging system is within 1.5 m to 2.5 m. 
Experimental results
Many kinds of tracking technologies have been undergone as research. But the tracking integral imaging system needs a tracking method with fast response time enough to be applied in relatively large space since the elemental images should be made in real time while tracking viewers. Simultaneously within our experiment, an infrared (IR) camera and IR light emitting diodes (LEDs) are used for tracking. This method is efficient because recognizing IR LED markers is distinguished from visible light with little delay. IR LED markers in images from the IR camera are recognized by finding contour algorithm in OpenCV [20] and the results are used to calculate 3D positions of the viewers. Two IR LEDs are equipped in a goggle to give a depth clue to an IR camera. Those IR LEDs give the position of a head position of a viewer. The assumption that each IR LED is at the same distance from the IR camera is set. In our system, the IR camera is installed on the monitor, and the tracking results are updated on both information window and tracking window as shown in Fig. 8 . The integral imaging system is configured with the specification shown in Table 1 . The lens array with 10 mm lens pitch is used because the lenses with large pitch mean the small number of elemental images and make elemental images from tracking results be generated in almost real time. The reason we experimented in the virtual mode is that the secondary viewing zone is narrow enough to display on tracking window with small magnification ratio. The central depth plane is located 85.6 mm behind the lens array. It means the center position of 3D objects shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) . Figure 9 (c) and (d) are the elemental images of each 3D object in the conventional integral imaging system and Fig. 9 (e) and (f) are those of each 3D object in the tracking integral imaging system for a viewer, which seem like a part of Fig.  9 (c) and 9(d). The different objects for two viewers are selected to emphasize no correlation between them. It makes no difference whether the same 3D objects are used or not.
In our experimental condition, each elemental image covers a specific angle 6.5° to a viewer as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore the tracking error can be ignored when the tracked result is in the angle. But since the errors from other IR lights like the sun can make critical errors, those should be prohibited by filtering the size of the shape by software. The result of tracking two viewers is shown in Fig. 10 . Each viewer has two IR LEDs which are arranged in the same distance. The distance from a lens array can be obtained from the distance in IR camera images between two IR LED points. This tracking window is supposed to show the boundary for no overlap with blue and orange squares which are inner and outer boundaries. Figure 10 is the case which has no overlapping problem because the secondary viewer is in orange squares and out of blue squares. From this tracking result, the elemental images as shown in Fig. 11 are generated. Any elemental image does not overlap with each other. Comparatively, when the secondary viewer is in the blue rectangle in the tracking window as shown in Fig. 13 , the overlapping problem of two elemental images for two viewers occurred. Figure 14 shows the partly overlapped elemental images and the overlapped integrated image which shows '3D' and 'SNU' simultaneously in the position around the primary viewer or the secondary viewer. The overlapped elemental images make distortions called the facet-braiding effect because the parts of whole elemental images which are needed to make an integrated image are hidden by the elemental images for the other viewer [21, 22] . 
Conclusion
Multi-viewer tracking integral imaging system is proposed to enhance viewing angle and viewing zone for multiple viewers. When the elemental images are made from the results of viewer tracking, the elemental images do not have to be made for a wide angle display. They need to integrate a 3D image only from a viewer's direction. Therefore the whole area in elemental image plane corresponding to each lens in a lens array is not used, just a part of the area is used to integrate 3D images from a direction. The rest of the area can be used to display the elemental images for other viewers, but the overlapping problem still remains. To avoid this problem, we analyzed the conditions for overlapping not to occur in the case with two users and plotted viewing zones where the conditions are satisfied. The secondary viewer's viewing zone without any overlap can be expanded much more if the magnification ratio in the integral system is larger such as in the focused mode. Then, it will be possible that two or more viewers can watch their own integrated images with wider viewing angle.
